ABSTRACT
increase pore water pressure and decreases the effective stress of the accumulation body, especially 145 near the trailing edge of the cracks, which reduces the friction force between the particles. At the same 146 time, because the weight of the slope body has increased, the shear stress in the front edge of the 147 accumulation body gradually increases to a maximum intensity. The shear strength is gradually 148 reduced and the middle part of the slope body (locking section) reaches its peak strength. With further 149 deformation of the accumulation body, the strength of the soil mass is reduced, the sliding surface 150 joins, and the total anti-sliding force (shear strength) of the sliding surface nearly equals the total 151 Nat. Hazards Earth Syst. Sci. Discuss., doi:10.5194/nhess-2017 Discuss., doi:10.5194/nhess- -176, 2017 Manuscript under review for journal Nat. Hazards Earth Syst. Sci. Although there are several geological, topographical, and/or environmental parameters that can be 156 used to produce landslide susceptibility thematic maps, selection of these parameters depends on several 157 factors such as data availability, data quality, size of the study area, scale of the work, user experience 158 etc (Ercanoglu, 2005) . For this study, according to the failure mechanism analysis of the shallow 159 landslides in Silurian stratum, except lithology factor, four most relevant landslide influence factors 160 (slope angle, slope structure, road influence and rainfall) were identified: 161 (1) Slope angle 162 The slope angle determines the distribution of the landslide based on the geometric features, and 163 also directly determines the stress distribution in the slope. Different slope angles not only affects the 164 magnitude of the residual stress along the existing or potential sliding surfaces but also determines the 165 form and mechanism of slope deformation failure. Controlled by topography, landslides in Silurian 166 stratum generally occurred in slopes with angles of 15°-35°, which accounted for approximately 82% 167 of all landslides in the same stratum. 168 Nat. Hazards Earth Syst. Sci. Discuss., doi:10.5194/nhess-2017 Discuss., doi:10.5194/nhess- -176, 2017 Manuscript under review for journal Nat. Hazards Earth Syst. Sci. Rainfall was the most active element that caused landslides in Silurian stratum. First, rainfall was 180 converted partly into surface runoff. Then, after the runoff continued for a long time, it formed a gully 181 on the surface that changed the surface morphology of the slope. After the gully was eroded deep 182 enough, it would provide the spatial conditions necessary for the deformation and failure of the slope.
183
In Enshi region according to field investigations, most of the landslide toes were distributed in stream 184 systems or gullies and the slope toe was constantly eroded which provided a free surface for the final 185 Nat. Hazards Earth Syst. Sci. Discuss., doi:10.5194/nhess-2017 Discuss., doi:10.5194/nhess- -176, 2017 Manuscript under review for journal Nat. Hazards Earth Syst. Sci. Rainfall is a temporal variable, but for a spatial distribution prediction of landslides it should have 187 the characteristics of a spatial variable. Due to the importance of rainfall as an influencing factor, it is 188 necessary to change this factor from a temporal variable to a static evaluation index with spatial 189 distribution characteristic. Therefore, the concept of a "catchment area" is established. This represents 190 the capacity of slopes to collect surface water that has been transformed from rain. As shown in Fig.4, 191 using the catchment area concept, the temporal variable of rainfall is converted into a static spatial 192 variable and related to the slope stability. Nat. Hazards Earth Syst. Sci. Discuss., doi:10.5194/nhess-2017 Discuss., doi:10.5194/nhess- -176, 2017 Manuscript under review for journal Nat. Hazards Earth Syst. Sci. and regarded as the desired output of the output layer nodes. Then, the neural network is repeatedly 254 trained using these known samples until the total error of the network meets the precision requirement.
255
In this way, the network masters the relationship between the input factors and the expected output.
256
Finally, the input includes the influence factors of slope stability for unknown regions, and based on 257 the previously established and tested neural network prediction model, the spatial unstable slopes 258 distribution result for unknown region can directly obtained. output layer has m neurons. Therefore, the neuron number of the hidden layer is: 2 × 4 + 1 = 9.
271
Determine the network training function. Reprocessing of sample data: The response of neurons is between 0 (inhibition) and 1 (activation).
295
To ensure that the BP neural network learns as best as possible and to prevent small numerical Creation of the impact factor thematic layer: the four parameters, which were used in the landslide 327 susceptibility in this study, were derived from remote sensing data, DEM and ancillary data from 
Distribution of unstable slope zones in the Silurian Stratum
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Fig.6
Nat. Hazards Earth Syst. Sci. Discuss., doi:10.5194/nhess-2017 Discuss., doi:10.5194/nhess- -176, 2017 Manuscript under review for journal Nat. Hazards Earth Syst. Sci. "θ" is the angle between stratum dip direction and slope surface dip direction.
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